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DEFERRED PRINTING 

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application is a continuation of U.S. patent applica 
tion Ser. No. 08/643,884, filed May 7, 1996, now 
abandoned, which was a continuation of U.S. patent appli 
cation Ser. No. 08/318,079, filed Oct. 5, 1994, now aban 
doned. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present invention relates generally to computer SyS 
tems and, more particularly, to providing deferred printing 
within computer Systems. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Many conventional operating Systems Support the Spool 
ing of print jobs. Spooling involves buffering data that is 
transferred from a processor to peripheral devices, Such as 
printers, to reduce processing delayS. The buffered data is 
Stored on Secondary Storage devices, Such as hard disks, in 
a format that is device-specific (e.g., specific to the printer). 
When Spooling print jobs, if a printer is unknown, the print 
job cannot be spooled. Moreover, if a print driver for the 
target printer is not yet installed, the print job cannot be 
Spooled. This poses an especially troublesome problem to 
users who operate in disconnected environments, Such as 
mobile users that employ portable computers. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In accordance with a first aspect of the present invention, 
a method is practiced in a computer System having a 
processor that runs a program and a printer that executes 
print jobs. A printer driver for the printer is unavailable. In 
this method, a print job is initiated from the program to print 
on the printer. The print job is spooled in a device 
independent format. The print job may be despooled So that 
it is executed when the printer driver for the printer becomes 
available. 

In accordance with another aspect of the present 
invention, a method is practiced in a computer System that 
has a processor and at least one printer. The processor runs 
an application program and an operating System that 
includes facilities for Spooling and despooling print jobs. In 
this method, a print job is initiated from the application 
program and Spooled using the facilities of the operating 
System. The application program completes executing. The 
operating System monitors the Status of the printer to deter 
mine whether the printer is available or not. In this context, 
a printer is available when a print driver for the printer is 
installed and the printer is connected to the computer 
System. When the operating System determines that the 
printer is available, the print job is despooled to execute the 
print job on the printer. 

In accordance with a further aspect of the present 
invention, the System includes a portable computer and a 
network with at least one printer. While the portable com 
puter is disconnected from the network, a print job to the 
printer of the network is initiated. The print job is spooled in 
a device-independent format. The portable computer is then 
reconnected to the network, and the print job is despooled to 
execute the print job on the printer. 

In accordance with yet another aspect of the present 
invention, a method is practiced in a computer System 
having a storage, printers for executing print jobs, and a 
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2 
computer running an operating System. In this method, a 
configuration database is provided in the Storage to hold 
machine configuration information. Multiple machine con 
figurations are Stored within the configuration database. 
Each machine configuration includes a list of available 
printers. The operating System determines which of the 
machine configurations is currently active. The printers in 
the list of available printers of the currently active machine 
configuration are denoted as currently available printers. A 
default printer is determined from the currently available 
printers and the user is made aware of the currently available 
printers. 

In accordance with an additional aspect of the present 
invention, a computer System includes a printer for execut 
ing print jobs. The printer is unknown and has an associated 
printer driver that is unavailable. The computer System also 
includes a processor for running a program that has a means 
for initiating a print job. The processor runs an operating 
System that has a Spooler for Spooling the print job initiated 
by the application program in a device-independent fashion. 
The Spooler produces a spool file that holds the Spooled print 
job in the device-independent format. 

In accordance with a further aspect of the present 
invention, a System includes a network, a portable computer, 
and an interface for connecting the portable computer with 
the network. The network includes at least one printer. The 
portable computer includes a processor running a program 
that initiates a print job and a Spooler for Spooling the print 
job, that was initiated by the program, in a device 
independent format. The operating System also includes a 
despooler for despooling the print job to execute the print 
job on the printer when the portable computer is reconnected 
to the network. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1A is a block diagram illustrating a first machine 
configuration of a computer System that is Suitable for 
practicing the preferred embodiment of the present inven 
tion. 

FIG. 1B is a block diagram illustrating a Second machine 
configuration of a computer System that is Suitable for 
practicing the preferred embodiment of the present inven 
tion. 

FIG. 2 is a flow chart providing an overview of the steps 
performed to print in accordance with the preferred embodi 
ment of the present invention. 

FIG. 3 is a flow chart illustrating the steps performed to 
print a document when Spooled in the enhanced metafile 
format in accordance with the preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIG. 4 is a flow chart illustrating the steps that are 
performed to create an enhanced metafile version of a print 
job in the preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 5 is a flow chart illustrating the steps that are 
performed to determine whether to record a function call in 
an enhanced metafile in accordance with the preferred 
embodiment of the present invention. 

FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating a registry with 
illustrative contents as used in the preferred embodiment of 
the present invention. 

FIG. 7 is a flow chart illustrating the steps that are 
performed to utilize the registry of FIG. 6. 

FIG. 8 is a block diagram depicting an open Printers 
window in accordance with the preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 
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FIG. 9 is a flow chart illustrating the steps that are 
performed to apprise a user of a current machine configu 
ration in accordance with the preferred embodiment of the 
present invention. 

FIG. 10 is a flow chart illustrating the steps that are 
performed to change a machine configuration in response to 
events in the preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

The preferred embodiment of the present invention 
decouples the process of Spooling a print job from the 
process of despooling a print job. In the preferred embodi 
ment of the present invention, a print job may be spooled in 
a device-independent fashion Such that the printer to which 
it is destined need not be known at the time the print job is 
Spooled. The print job is then later printed on the destination 
printer when the destination printer becomes known and its 
printer driver available. The preferred embodiment of the 
present invention also provides the user with multiple avail 
able machine configurations. Thus, a user may have a first 
machine configuration that includes the printers that are 
available when he is connected to a network and a Second 
machine configuration that includes the printers that are 
available when he is disconnected to the network. 
The different machine configurations are managed on a 

per docking State basis. Docking State, in this context, refers 
to whether the machine is docked to a docking Station and 
if docked, to what docking Station it is docked. Thus, a 
machine might have three machine configurations: a first for 
when it is disconnected (a first docking State), a Second for 
when it is connected to a docking station (a second docking 
state), and a third when it is connected to another docking 
Station (a third docking State). 

It should also be noted that the deferred printing of the 
preferred embodiment of the present invention is spooled in 
a fashion Such that the type of target printer need not be 
known and the printer driver for the target printer need not 
be available when a print command to print a document is 
issued. 

FIGS. 1A and 1B show examples of machine configura 
tions that are Suitable for practicing the preferred embodi 
ment of the present invention. In FIG. 1A, a workstation 10 
is connected to a local area network via a network interface 
12. The network includes a print server 14 that is responsible 
for controlling printers 16A, 16B and 16C. These printers 
16A, 16B and 16C may be any of a number of different types 
of printers. The print server 14 includes its own memory 18. 

The workstation 10 is also connected directly to an 
additional printer 24. The workstation 10 has a memory 20, 
in which it stores a copy of an operating System 22. The 
preferred embodiment of the present invention is imple 
mented as part of the operating System 22. Nevertheless, 
those skilled in the art will appreciate that the present 
invention may also be practiced using code that is encap 
Sulated into modules outside of an operating System. 
As shown in FIG. 1B, the workstation 10 may be discon 

nected (i.e., not docked) from the network to operate inde 
pendently. In Such instances, the WorkStation 10 remains 
connected to and may use the local printer 24 but does not 
have direct access to printers 16A, 16B and 16C. 

The preferred embodiment of the present invention allows 
a disconnected workstation 10, Such as shown in FIG. 1B, to 
initiate print jobs that are directed to printers (such as 
printers 16A, 16B and 16C) that are not presently available 
for printing. This ability is achieved in part by using 
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4 
Spooling to Spool the print jobs until the target printer later 
becomes available. The print jobs are Spooled in a device 
independent fashion to avoid the need for a printer driver to 
be installed before a print job can be initiated. Moreover, this 
Spooling avoids the extensive processing required to convert 
the print job into a device Specific format while the initiating 
program waits. 

FIG. 2 is a flowchart that provides an overview of the 
Steps performed in the preferred embodiment of the present 
invention. A print job is initiated by an application program 
or other program run on workstation 10 (step 26). The print 
job may be destined for a printer that is currently available 
or to a printer that is not currently available to the user, but 
is available in other machine configurations (configurations 
will be discussed below). Moreover, the print job may be 
initiated without Specifying a printer So that it is Sent to a 
default printer. AS will be discussed below, each configura 
tion has its own associated default printer. 
Once the print job is initiated, the print job is spooled in 

a device-independent format (step 28 in FIG. 2). In the 
preferred embodiment of the present invention, this device 
independent format is an enhanced metafile format. The 
conversion and Spooling of the print job will be discussed in 
more detail below. Once the target printer to which the print 
job is destined becomes known and a printer driver for the 
printer is available, the print job may be despooled So as to 
print the print job on the target printer (step 30). 
An example is helpful to illustrate the notion of machine 

configurations. ASSume that a user wishes to print a docu 
ment when disconnected from the network, Such as shown 
in FIG. 1B. Further, suppose the user wishes to print to a 
printer, like printer 16B (FIG. 1A), that is in the network. In 
conventional Systems, Such a print job could not be initiated 
because printer 16B is not known. In the preferred embodi 
ment of the present invention, on the other hand, the print 
job may be initiated even though printer 16B is unavailable. 
When the workstation 10 later becomes reconnected to the 
network (such as shown in FIG. 1A), printer 16B becomes 
available again and the print job is despooled and executed 
on printer 16B. 

FIG. 3 is a flowchart showing the steps that are performed 
to print a document when enhanced metafile Spooling is 
used. Initially, the application begins printing the document 
by issuing printing commands to a graphical device interface 
(GDI) of the operating system 22 (step 32). The GDI serves 
as an interface between application programs and lower 
level device drivers. Calls from a program to GDI functions 
to print are recorded as enhanced metafile records and Stored 
in a spool file within memory 20 of the workstation 10 when 
the workstation is disconnected from the network (step 34). 
When all of the calls to the graphical device interface have 
been converted into enhanced metafile format and Stored in 
a Spool file, the application program that initiated the print 
ing request is informed that it is done printing (step 36). The 
application program continues as if the printing request has 
been completed. The printing is completed asynchronously 
relative to the application program. Hence, the application 
program may be done executing when the print job is 
executed. 
When the workstation 10 reconnects to the network via 

the network interface 12, the workstation 10 initiates a 
background thread associated with the port for printer 16B 
to print the spooled print job (step 38). The spooled print job 
is in the print queue for the WorkStation. The Spooled print 
job is despooled and converted from enhanced metafile 
format into a format that is particular to printer 16B and 
printed on printer 16B (step 40). 
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FIG. 4 is a flowchart that illustrates in more detail the 
steps that are performed to convert the calls to GDI functions 
from the application program into enhanced metafile records 
(see step 34 in FIG.3). Initially, a device context for a printer 
is created (step 42). A device context is a data structure that 
holds attributes associated with a target device. These 
attributes are used by the GDI functions to properly execute 
the functions on the target devices. In addition, in order to 
maintain transparency of the Spooling in the enhanced 
metafile format, Settings regarding the currently visible 
region that are controlled by the window manager are Set So 
that no output is produced by the corresponding GDI func 
tion call. 

Once the printer device context has been created in Step 
42, a handle to this device context is available. The handle 
is a numerical identifier that uniquely identifies the printer's 
device context. This handle to the printer device context is 
passed as the parameter for each of the calls from the 
application program to the GDI (step 44 in FIG. 4). When 
the application issues the command to Start printing the first 
page of a document, GDI attaches an enhanced metafile to 
the printer device context (step 45). This process of attach 
ing an enhanced metafile to the printer device context makes 
the printer device context look like a metafile device context. 
Then each call to a GDI function that includes the printer 
device context as a parameter is converted into an enhanced 
metafile record in the enhanced metafile associated with this 
printer device context. 

FIG. 5 is a flowchart showing in more detail how the calls 
to the GDI functions are converted into enhanced metafile 
records in step 46 of FIG. 4. The process begins when an 
application program makes a GDI function call that includes 
the printer device context as a parameter (step 48). The GDI 
function call is then passed to a validation layer within the 
operating system 22 (step 50). The validation layer is the 
portion of the operating System 22 that is responsible for 
validating that the parameters to the GDI function calls are 
proper (step 50). The validation layer checks whether the 
device context that is passed as a parameter to the GDI 
function call looks like a device context for an enhanced 
metafile (see step 52). If the device context appears to be for 
an enhanced metafile, an enhanced metafile recorder is 
called (step 54). The enhanced metafile recorder is part of 
the operating System 22 and is like enhanced metafile 
recorders found in the MICROSOFTOE WINDOWSOE) NT 
Operating System, sold by Microsoft Corporation of 
Redmond, Wash. Each GDI function is then called to insure 
that the application program believes that it has printed the 
associated document (step 58). If in step 52 it is determined 
that the device context is not for an enhanced metafile, the 
GDI function is called directly (step 58). 

Another aspect of allowing the user to print to printers that 
are not currently available is to provide a user with infor 
mation that illustrates printers that are available in alterna 
tive machine configurations, but are not currently available 
for printing to the user. The preferred embodiment of the 
present invention may Store Separate multiple machine con 
figurations for each workstation 10, if desired. In fact, these 
configurations are Stored on a per-docking State (i.e., a 
Separate machine configuration is maintained for when the 
computer is not docked and for each docking Station to 
which the machine may dock), per-user basis So that users 
that share a Single machine may have their own set of 
machine configurations. Each machine configuration 
includes a Subset of the printers that are potentially available 
to a user of the WorkStation 10. For example, Separate 
machine configurations may be provided to capture the 
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6 
available printers for the two different Scenarios depicted in 
FIGS. 1A and 1B. In the scenario depicted in FIG. 1A, the 
asSociated machine configuration has a list of available 
printers that includes printers 16A, 16B, 16C and 24. For the 
scenario depicted in FIG. 1B, however, the associated 
machine configuration includes printer 24 as an available 
printer. 
The operating System 22 provides a centralized database, 

known as the registry 60 (FIG. 6) for storing all configura 
tion information. The configuration information that is held 
on a per docking State per user basis includes a list of 
available printers for the user for the associated machine 
configuration. Thus, for the examples depicted in FIG. 1A 
and FIG. 1B, a first machine configuration 64 and a second 
machine configuration 66 are stored within the registry 60. 

Each user of a WorkStation 10 has an associated current 
machine configuration. FIG. 7 is a flowchart showing the 
Steps that are performed to Select the appropriate current 
machine configuration when the workstation 10 is booted. 
First, the boot sequence for the workstation 10 is initiated 
(step 68). As part of this boot sequence, the workstation 10 
learns the correct machine configuration (step 70). Based 
upon the currently active configuration, a list of available 
printerS is determined by accessing the configuration infor 
mation in the registry 60 (Step 72). For example, Suppose 
that the boot Sequence determines that the machine configu 
ration for disconnected operation is the current machine 
configuration. In Step 72, it is determined that only printer 24 
is available. The system then checks whether any jobs have 
been spooled for printers that are currently available but 
previously have not been available (step 73). If so, a user 
interface is displayed that asks the user whether the user 
wishes to print any of the spooled print jobs. If the user 
wishes to print Such spooled print jobs, they are printed (Step 
75). 
AS was discussed above, the printers for all of the 

machine configurations are accessible to a user of the 
WorkStation 10. The machine configurations are Stored 
within a folder 74 (FIG. 8) that is accessible to the user. FIG. 
9 is a flowchart illustrating the steps that are performed to 
display printers in a currently active machine configuration 
to the user. The printers of the current machine configuration 
are displayed in conventional fashion, Such as icons 76 in 
FIG. 8 when the machine configuration folder is opened 
(step 78). The unavailable printers (i.e., the printers in the 
other machine configurations that are not available) are 
displayed in a distinguishing fashion to differentiate them 
from the printers that are available (step 80). For instance, in 
the preferred embodiment of the present invention, the icons 
for the unavailable printers are displayed with a "greyed 
out” appearance (not shown in FIG. 8). 

It should be appreciated that the machine configurations 
are not Static; rather, the machine configurations are 
dynamic. FIG. 10 is a flowchart illustrating how configura 
tions may change due to events within the System. Initially, 
an event occurs that changes the printers that are available 
(step 82). The system determines that this is the type of event 
that requires a changing of the current machine configura 
tion or that merely requires modification of the current 
machine configuration (step 84). For example, if the work 
Station 10 is disconnected from the network, disconnection 
is the type of event that triggers a change of machine 
configuration. Thus, the machine configurations are 
switched (step 86). On the other hand, if the event is the type 
that does not require the Switching of machine 
configurations, but rather requires a change in the current 
machine configuration, the available printers of the current 
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machine configuration is updated to reflect the change 
prompted by the event (step 88). For example, suppose that 
printer 24 becomes disconnected from workstation 10 while 
the WorkStation is disconnected from the network. Such an 
event would not change the current machine configuration, 
but would merely require that printer 24 be shown as 
unavailable. Printers may be added or deleted from a 
machine configuration. In addition, a user may change the 
name of a printer in a machine configuration. All of these 
actions are events that require processing as shown in FIG. 
10. 

Each machine configuration has a default printer. If no 
printer is specified or available, the default printer is 
assigned as the target printer. Different machine configura 
tions may have different default printers. 

While the present invention has been described with 
reference to a preferred embodiment thereof, those skilled in 
the art will appreciate that various changes in form and detail 
may be made without departing from the intended Scope of 
the present invention as defined in the appended claims. 
We claim: 
1. In a computer System having a computer running a 

program and a printer configured to receive print jobs in a 
device-specific format for executing print jobs, the program 
for directing print jobs each to a particular printer, a method 
comprising the computer-implemented Steps of: 

(a) in response to a first user request to print on the printer 
that identifies the printer among a plurality of printers, 
initiating a first print job from the program to print on 
the printer; 

(b) when the first print job is initiated, recognizing that the 
printer is coupled to the computer Such that the com 
puter can communicate with the printer; 

(c) in response to steps (a) and (b), spooling the print job 
to the printer in a device-specific format; 

(d) in response to a second user request to print on the 
printer that identifies the printer among a plurality of 
printers, initiating a Second print job from the program 
to print on the printer; 

(e) when the Second print job is initiated, recognizing that 
the printer is decoupled from the computer Such that the 
computer cannot communicate with the printer; and 

(f) in response to steps (d) and (e), spooling the print job 
in a device-independent format rather than the device 
Specific format for later despooling when the printer is 
coupled to the computer. 

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of 
despooling the print job to execute the print job on the 
printer when the printer driver for the printer becomes 
coupled to the computer Such that the computer can com 
municate with the printer. 

3. The method of claim 1 wherein the step of spooling the 
print job in a device-independent format comprises the Step 
of Spooling the print job in an enhanced metafile format. 

4. The method of claim 1 wherein a printer driver for the 
printer is not yet installed on the computer. 

5. The method of claim 1, further comprising the step of 
despooling the print job to execute the print job on the 
printer when the printer becomes coupled to the computer 
and when the program is not running. 

6. In a System having a portable computer and a network 
that includes at least one printer, a method comprising the 
Steps of: 

while the portable computer is connected to the network, 
(i) initiating a print job to the printer in the network in 

response to a user request to print on the printer; 
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8 
(ii) based upon a determination that the portable com 

puter is connected to the network, Spooling the print 
job in a device-dependent format; 

while the portable computer is disconnected from the 
network, 
(i) initiating a print job to the printer in the network in 

response to a user request to print on the printer; 
(ii) based upon a determination that the portable com 

puter is disconnected from the network, Spooling the 
print job in a device-independent format; 

reconnecting the portable computer to the network; 
in response to reconnecting to the network, determining 

that the printer for the print job that has been spooled 
is now available, and 

despooling the print job to execute the print job on the 
printer. 

7. The method of claim 6 wherein the step of spooling the 
print job in a device-independent format further comprises 
the Step of Spooling the print job in an enhanced metafile 
format. 

8. A computer System comprising: 
a printer for executing print jobs, Said printer being 

coupleable to and decoupleable from a processor and 
configured to receive print jobs in a device-specific 
format, and 

the processor for running a program having a means for 
initiating print jobs to the printer in response to a 
request by a user to print on the printer and an operating 
System having a Spooler for Spooling print jobs to be 
printed on the printer initiated by the application 
program, the Spooler Spooling print jobs in a device 
dependent format when the printer is coupled to the 
processor and Spooling print jobs in a device 
independent format rather than the device-Specific for 
mat. 

9. The computer system of claim 8 wherein the operating 
System further comprising a despooler for despooling the 
print job when the printer is coupled to the processor and the 
asSociated printer driver is available So as to execute the 
print job. 

10. In a computer System having a computer running a 
program and a printer for executing print jobs initiated in 
response to the program and provided in a printer-dependent 
format, a method comprising the computer-implemented 
Steps of 

(a) recognizing that the computer knows of the printer but 
the printer has not yet been installed at the computer; 

(b) in response to the program, initiating a first print job 
from the program to print on the printer before the 
printer has been installed at the computer; 

(c) in response to steps (a) and (b), spooling the first print 
job in a printer-independent format rather than a 
printer-dependent format for later despooling when the 
printer is installed at the computer; 

(d) recognizing when the printer is installed at the com 
puter, 

(e) in response to the program, initiating a second print 
job from the program to print on the printer after the 
printer has been installed at the computer; and 

(f) in response to steps (d) and (e), spooling the Second 
print job in a printer-dependent format for printing on 
the printer. 

11. The method of claim 10, further comprising the steps 
of: 

installing the printer at the computer; and 
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despooling the print job and converting the print job into 
a printer-specific format for the printer to print the print 
job on the printer. 

12. A computer-readable Storage medium for use in a 
computer System that has a computer running a program that 
initiates a print job and a printer configured to receive print 
jobs in a device-specific format for executing print jobs, 
wherein a user requests that the print job be executed on the 
printer, Said medium holding instructions for: 

(a) in response to a first user request to print on the printer 
that identifies the printer among a plurality of printers 
initiating a first print job from the program to print on 
the printer; 

(b) when the first print job is initiated, recognizing that the 
printer is coupled to the computer Such that the com 
puter can communicate with the printer; 

(c) in response to steps (a) and (b), Supporting the print job 
to the printer in a device-specific format; 

(d) in response to a second user request to print on the 
printer that identifies the printer, initiating a Second 
print job to print on the printer 

(e) when the Second print job is initiated, recognizing that 
the printer is decoupled from the computer Such that the 
computer cannot communicate with the printer; and 

(f) in response to steps (d) and (e), spooling the print job 
in a device-independent format rather than the device 
Specific format for later despooling when the printer is 
coupled to the computer. 

13. A computer-readable Storage medium for use in a 
computer System running a program and having a printer for 
executing print jobs initiated in response to the program and 
provided in a printer-dependent format, said medium hold 
ing instructions for: 

(a) recognizing that the computer knows of the printer but 
the printer has not yet been installed at the computer; 

(b) in response to the program, initiating a first print job 
from the program to print on the printer before the 
printer has been installed on the computer; 

(c) in response to steps (a) and (b), spooling the print job 
in a printer-independent format rather than a printer 
dependent format for later despooling when the printer 
is installed at the computer; 

(d) recognizing when the printer is installed at the com 
puter, 

(e) in response to the program, initiating a second print 
job from the program to print on the printer after the 
printer has been installed at the computer; and 

(f) in response to steps (d) and (e), Spooling the Second 
print job in a printer-dependent format for printing on 
the printer. 

14. The computer-readable storage medium of claim 13 
wherein the computer-readable medium further holds 
instructions for: 

installing the printer at the computer; and 
despooling the print job and converting the print job into 

a printer-specific format for the printer to print the print 
job on the printer. 

15. A method in a computer system for deferring the 
printing of a print job directed to an unavailable printer, the 
method comprising the Steps of 

under the control of a program, issuing printing com 
mands to the operating System identifying a printer, the 
printing commands being issued by the program to 
print a print job immediately on the identified printer; 

under the control of the operating System: 
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10 
receiving the issued printing commands, 
determining that the identified printer is presently 

unavailable; 
in response to determining that the identified printer is 

presently unavailable: 
persistently Storing information from the printing 
commands in device independent format, Such 
that the Stored information may be used to print 
the print job on the identified printer at a later 
time, and 

though the print job was not actually printed, return 
ing to the program an indication that the issued 
printing commands were Successfully completed 
and the print job was printed. 

16. The method of claim 15 wherein the issuing step 
includes the Step of calling a graphical device interface of 
the operating System, and wherein the graphical device 
interface is called by the program to invoke a device driver 
to print the print job, and wherein the Storing Step Stores 
information that may be used to invoke the device driver to 
print the print job on the identified printer at a later time. 

17. The method of claim 16 wherein the determining step 
determines that the printer driver is not presently accessible 
by the computer System. 

18. The method of claim 16 wherein the determining step 
determines that the identified printer is not presently con 
nected to the computer System. 

19. The method of claim 16 wherein the determining step 
determines that the computer System is not presently autho 
rized to print to the identified printer. 

20. The method of claim 16, further comprising the steps 
of: 

at a time after the performance of the returning Step, 
determining that the identified printer is available; 

in response to the Step of determining that the identified 
printer is available, retrieving the information Stored 
persistently; and 

using the retrieved information to print the print job on the 
identified printer. 

21. The method of claim 20, further comprising the step 
of monitoring for the availability of the identified printer, 
and wherein the performance of the determining Step is 
based upon the monitoring Step. 

22. A computer-readable medium whose contents cause a 
computer System to defer the printing of a print job directed 
to an unavailable printer by performing the Steps of: 

under the control of a program, issuing printing com 
mands to the operating System identifying a printer, the 
printing commands being issued by the program to 
print a print job immediately on the identified printer; 

under the control of the operating System: 
receiving the issued printing commands, 
determining that the identified printer is presently 

unavailable; 
in response to determining that the identified printer is 

presently unavailable: 
persistently Storing information from the printing 
commands in device independent format, Such 
that the Stored information may be used to print 
the print job on the identified printer at a later 
time, and 

though the print job was not actually printed, return 
ing to the program an indication that the issued 
printing commands were Successfully completed 
and the print job was printed. 

23. The computer-readable medium of claim 22 wherein 
the issuing Step includes the Step of calling a graphical 
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device interface of the operating System, and wherein the 
graphical device interface is called by the program to invoke 
a device driver to print the print job, and wherein the Storing 
Step Stores information that may be used to invoke the device 
driver to print the print job on the identified printer at a later 
time. 

24. The computer-readable medium of claim 22 wherein 
the contents of the computer-readable medium further cause 
the computer System to perform the Steps of: 

12 
at a time after the performance of the returning Step, 

determining that the identified printer is available; 
in response to the Step of determining that the identified 

printer is available, retrieving the information Stored 
persistently; and 

using the retrieved information to print the print job on the 
identified printer. 
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